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ABSTRACT

Gallery hoods tend to connote youth. It can be said, the Gallery is the business of youth, by youth and for youth. In general all look the same gallery is the exhibition of goods sold hood and its accessories. But every gallery veil standing on different communities from different streams as well. There are many types of gallery today, ranging from small scale, similar to a street vendor to a big gallery which has a team of designers and stores with a good strategic location and facilities. Given a few facts on the business development of consumer interest veil gallery today is increasingly less interest in the young women to veil or product in the sense that these young women rarely visit the gallery hoods. In contrast to the Gallery veil in general, Almira Handmade Galleries veil is a gallery of modern Muslim veil which the business produces a wide range of different formations sequins and accessories are made of universal design, trendy, modern but does not reduce the value of Islam. The gallery was designed specifically for women among the lower middle and upwards. With the theme of Modern natural, handmade Almira Gallery hoods increase the renewed interest in the young women to use products sequin scarf. Handmade Galleries Almira has a concept of division of the retail area which will be designed with various supporting facilities. Among the accessories area, hood area, production area, waiting area, mosque, office staff room, toilets and others. In accordance with the flow of space will be designed with a slightly modern twist by using the Natural blend of modern natural colors and the color of the logo itself Almira.
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